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I. INTRODUCTIO~V 
The idea of a torsion element of an abelian group extends naturally enough 
to modules over integral domains, but for modules over an arbitrary ring 
there seem to be a number of possible generalisations. If  M is an R-module, 
where R is a semiprime ring, then we can reasonably take an element m E M 
to be a torsion element if mc : 0, where c is a regular element of R. The set 
of torsion elements of M is a submodule Z(N) and the difference module 
M -- Z(M) has no nonzero torsion elements. When R is an arbitrary ring, 
we could say that m E M is a torsion element if ml? = 0 for some essential 
right ideal E of R. The set Z(M) of these elements is a submodule but 
M -- Z(M) is not torsion-free on this definition. The submodule Z(M) has 
already appeared in the literature in another context as the singular submodule 
of M. I f  we denote by Z,(M), the inverse image in M of the singular sub- 
module of M - Z(M), then it can be shown, subject to certain maximum 
conditions, that &Z - Z,(&Q has zero singular submodule. In this paper we 
define the torsion submodule of IV to be Z*(M) and study some consequences 
of this definition. A satisfactory theory of the rnnk of a module can be deve- 
loped, which corresponds to that in infinite abelian groups, and some ele- 
mentary results on these lines are given in Sections II-I\‘. 
In the later part of the paper the ideas of these sections are applied to a study 
of the class of rings which have zero torsion considered as self-modules. These 
are the rings with zero singular ideal. For example, a semiprime ring (with 
max-y condition) has zero singular ideal and for commutative rings this is the 
only case that occurs. One very interesting problem is the determination of 
artinian rings with zero singular ideal. The generalized uniserial rings intro- 
duced by Xakayama are well adapted to our methods and we prove in 
Section VIII that such a ring with zero singular ideal is a direct sum of com- 
plete, blocked triangular, matrix rings over division rings. 
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II. THE TORSION ELEMENTS OF A I~IODULE 
Throughout this paper R denotes a ring with maximum condition on right 
ideals and M a right R-module with maximum condition on submodules. 1Ve 
shall be using terminology, concepts and results taken from other papers and 
refer the reader to Goldie [2, 31, for these in detail. Some of them are given 
below in outline. 
Let .\‘, , N, be submodules of M. We say that A;, and :Vz are related 
(LV:, - N,) provided that N, n X == 0 if and only if i\7z n X = 0, where X 
is any submodule of M. A submodule which is related to M is said to be 
essential. In the case M -= R we shall use the term essential right ideal to 
denote this property. 
Associated with a submodule i\: of M is its closure, denoted by cl:V and 
defined by 
cl N = (m E M : nzE c N; E: an essential right ideal of R) 
The set of submodules K of M such that K n /V = 0, has maximal 
members by Zorn’s lemma and such a maximal member is called a relative 
complement of N. \Vhen M is unspecified, we say that K is a complement 
submodule. 
We refer the reader to [2] or [3] f  or a discussion of the dimension of a 
module and give without proof the following lemma (see [3], I,emma (3.6)). 
LEMMA (2.1) Let K be a complement submodule of M. Then 
dim (izil - K) = dim M - dim K. 
An element wz E M is a singular element if mE = 0, where E is some essen- 
tial right ideal of R. The set of singular elements of M is a submodule, called 
the singular submodule of M. It is denoted by Z(M), or alternatively, cl 0. The 
torsion elements of M are defined to be the elements of cl cl 0. Thus m E M 
is a torsion element if and only if there is an essential right ideal E with 
mE z Z(M). The set of torsion elements is the torsion submodule and is 
denoted by Z,(M), or alternatively, by cl cl 0. 
The torsion and singular submodules are related in the sense already 
defined. The particular value of Z,(M) rests on the fact that 112 - Z,(M) is 
torsion-free. 
LEMMA (2.2) Let N, P be submodules of M. Then 
(i) clN~N+clO; 
(ii) P - N implies that P E cl N; 
(iii) cl cl cl N = cl cl N. 
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I’roqf: Let .‘i be a submodule of ill such that (cl0 X) n &I- L 0. 
For any nz t cl S n X, there exists an essential right ideal E of R such that 
ME c 3~ n S = 0. Thus m E cl 0 n S and hence m := 0. Since 
we have proved (i). 
Let p E P and set E -= (X E R , px E LV). One can readily verify that E 
is an essential right idea1 of R and hence p E cl ;V. This proves (ii). 
Apply (i) to cl iVr to obtain cl cl ,V ,- cl N. Then, replacing N by cl N, 
we have cl cl cl 12: N cl cl IV m cl N. Applying (ii), we obtain 
cl cl cl :v & cl cl i\:, 
which proves (iii). 
Because we now have 
cl Z,(M) = cl cl cl 0 : cl cl 0 =YY Z,(M), 
it follows that M - Z,(M) is torsion-free. 
It is worth noting that in many cases Z,(M) = Z,(M). This is in particular 
true when R is semi-prime, as may be seen from the following. 
PROPOSITION (2.3) Let the ring R be such that Z(R) = 0, and M be any 
R-module (with conditions as above). Then 
Z,(M) = Z(M). 
PYOO~. Let m E cl cl 0, so that mE c cl 0 for some essential right ideal 
E of R. Let e E E and suppose that F is an essential right ideal of R such that 
meF = 0. Take I to be an arbitrary nonzero right idea1 of R and choose 
e E I n E, with e # 0. Since eF # 0, we see that m annihilates a nonzero 
element of 1. Hence mG = 0, where G is an essential right ideal of R. Thus 
m E cl 0, and we have Z,(M) = Z(M). 
III. BASIC MODULES 
We say that R-modules M, N are subisomovphic if R-isomorphisms 0, C#J 
exist such that 
MB s N and N$ c Ad. 
An R-module M is said to be a basic module if 
(i) M has no nonxero torsion elements; 
(ii) M is subisomorphic to each of its submodules. 
The existence of basic modules under general conditions will be taken up 
later. For the present we note a few elementary properties. 
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A submodule of a basic module is also a basic module. A basic module is 
uniform. For a basic module contains a uniform submodule and is isomorphic 
to a submodule of the latter, so is itself uniform. When R is the ring of 
integers, a basic R-module is an infinite cyclic group and conversely. M’hen a 
basic module has minimum condition for submodules, then it is a non- 
trivial simple module and conversely. 
LEMMA (3.1) Let R be a semiprime ring. Then 
(i) The uniform right ideals of R are basic R-modules; 
(ii) The uniform right ideals of R are mutually subisomorphic if and only if R 
is a prime ring. 
Proof. Let U, V be uniform right ideals of R with F E U. Now VG -# 0, 
since R has no nilpotent right ideals. By lemma (3.3) of [2] there exists 
v  E V such that vu, n U = 0, and hence U s aU E V. Applying the cor- 
responding argument with U and V interchanged, we see that U is basic. 
Let R be a prime ring and U, V be any uniform ideals of R. Again we have 
VU # 0, and there exists v  E V such that Us VU Al V. Thus U is iso- 
morphic to part of V. The roles of C and V can be interchanged, so that U is 
subisomorphic to V. 
On the other hand, suppose that R is semiprime and the uniform right 
ideals of R are subisomorphic. Let AB = 0, where A, B are ideals and 
ijz # 0. Taking U to be a uniform right ideal of R with U c A, then lJR = 0 
implies that I’B = 0 for any other uniform right ideal V of R, because of 
the subisomorphism of U and V. However the sum of the uniform right 
ideals of R contains a regular element, which is annihilated by B. Thus 
B = 0 and R is a prime ring. 
The tertiary radical (refer to [5]) f  o an R-module M is the set of elements 
a E R such that M’a = 0 for some essential submodule M’ in M. If  we index 
the essential submodules of M as MA@ e/l) then the radical of M is 
suprtn (M,& . The radical is denoted by rad M; it is an ideal of R. Since the 
maximum condition holds for the set of ideals (MA), , there is an essential 
submodule M, with 
rad M = (Ma), . 
LEMMA (3.2) The ideal rad W is a jkite intersection of prime ideals of R. 
In case M is a uniform module, then rad M is a prime ideal. 
Proof. Any essential submodule MO of M contains an essential submodule 
of the form M1 CD ... @ M, , where the Mi are uniform submodules. Let 
rad Mi = (M& , where M,, is a nonzero submodule of M< . Set 
J&l @ .‘. 63 Ii&,, = M,,, 
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and note that M,,, is an essential submodule of M. ‘Ihen 
The proof of the lemma is now reduced to the case when M is uniform. 
Let -4, B be ideals of R and ilB G rad M, where rad M :-= (Ma),. and 
AZ0 c M. If  MaA =: 0 then A c rad U, and if MOA # 0, then MaA is an 
essential submodule of M, which means that B c rad AZ. Thus tad M is a 
prime ideal of K. 
It is easily seen that if R is a commutative ring, then 
rad M = (CJ E R I Map ; 0, p some positive integer). 
Thus the definition of the radical reduces to the classical one for Noether 
rings. We shall require this radical in order to study the question of the 
existence of basic modules. 
LEMMA (3.3) Let T be an ideal of the sing R and set I? = R/T. Let E be an 
essential right ideal of i? and E be the inverse image of i? in R. Then E is an 
essential right ideal of R. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA (3.4) Let M be a torsion-free module over R and T be an ideal of R. 
If N = (m E M / mT .z 0), then N is a torsion-free module over the ring R/T 
Proqf. Let rl E IV be a torsion element with respect to i? = R/T. There is -- -- 
an essential right ideal ,!? of R such that nl? c cl 0, where cl 0 is the closure 
in M of zero under i?. Taking C E E, we have n8 = 0 for some essential 
right ideal F of R. The inverse image F in R of F in f? is an essential right 
ideal of R and nt?F = 0. Since M is torsion-free over R, we have nP = 0. 
It follows that nE == 0, where E is the inverse image of E. Hence n = 0 and 
the lemma holds. 
LEMMA (3.5) Let M be a torsion-free module over a semiprime ring S zuith 
max-r condition. Then M contains a basic S-module. 
Proof. Let E be an essential right ideal of S, having the fovm 
E = CT, CE .. cl? u,, , 
where the Ui are uniform right ideals of S. Take m E M, m f  0, then 
mUif for some Ui. hTow m, n U, == 0, because if we have mu = 0, 
u E Ui , u # 0, then for any u’ E U, there is an essential right ideal P of S 
such that u’F 5 US, which would imply that mu’ : 0 and hence that 
mU, = 0. We now have mu, G C, and hence mU, is a basic S-module, 
because Ui is a basic S-module from Lemma (3.1). 
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THEOREM (3.6) Let 31 be an R-module. Then, either all elements of icil me 
torsion elements, or M contains a basic R-module. 
Proof I f  cl 0 w M then cl cl 0 = cl ;21 :: N. In this case .11 consists of 
torsion elements on!y. Otherwise, cl 0 is not related to M and hence A-1 has a 
submodule Ad such that ,M n cl 0 -2 0. Thus iv’ is a torsion-free module. 
Let rad 11/I’ -~: T. The ideal 7’ is a finite intersection of prime ideals of R 
and the ring S = Ii/T is semiprime. ,22’ contains a submodule LV such that 
XT = 0. SOW Y is torsion-free over S by Lemma (3.4). It follows that ,V 
contains a basic S-module 6’. Now any S-isomorphism of B into an S-sub- 
module B’ G H is also an R-isomorphism. It follows that H is a basic 
R-module. 
I\‘. THE KANK OF A ~IODULE 
For any R-module M we define rank M by 
rank ;21 = dim M - dim Z,(M) 
Since we have shown that Z(;U’) = cl 0 and Z,(M) = cl cl 0 are related we 
also have 
rank .I2 := dim M ~- dim Z(;W). 
Let I = rank M and assume that Y f  0. Then M has an essential sub- 
module of the form 
where the U, are uniform submodules. Since LTi is torsion-free over R, it 
contains a basic submodule B, Thus M contains a direct sum of Y basic 
submodules. On the other hand, ill does not contain a direct sum of Y + 1 
basic submodules, since such a sum would have nonzero elements in common 
with Z2(iW). This would contradict the property of a basic module, that its 
only torsion element is zero. 
‘I’hese remarks show that, when R is the ring of integers, we are saying 
that a module A:! has rank Y if it contains a direct sum of Y infinite cyclic 
groups, but not a direct sum of (Y ~- 1) such groups. This accords with the 
usual definition of rank in abelian groups. 
In the following we denote the rank of M by Y(M) 
IAELrnIAk (4.1) Let ,V be a submodule of -44. Then 
P(M) == Y(X) + Y(M - IV). 
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Puoof. Let i@ = M ~~ LX’, suppose that Z,(a) m= p and that P is the 
inverse image of P in M. Now P = cl cl N, which means that P is a comple- 
ment submodule. Using Lemma (2.1), we have 
Y(M -- N) .= dim (@) -~ dim (P) 
= dim (R - P) = dim (M P) = dim M -- dim P. 
Iiow P ,-+ N -t cl cl 0, SO that 
Also 
Thus 
r(M - N) := dim M - dim (N $- cl cl 0). 
(11: f  cl cl 0) ~ cl cl 0 e Ai ~- (N n cl cl 0). 
r(N) == dim (N - (A’ n cl cl 0)) = dim ((N + cl cl 0) - cl cl 0) 
= dim P ~ dim (cl cl 0) 
= Y(M) - r(M - N). 
The concept of rank of a module as defined so far has a number of dis- 
advantages. In particular, the rank of a uniform module can only be 0 or I. 
As we shall see later this is quite inadequate, and the definition needs to be 
strengthened. This can be done by considering the rank of an R-module with 
reference to the semiprime ring R/W, where W is the Wedderburn radical 
of R. 
Suppose that M is an R-module and we have a series of submodules 
where &Ii W c Mi+l for i = 1, 2, .-., k - 1. Set S = R/W and define 
rank,M=pl+p,+...$Plc-l, where pi is the rank of the module 
Mi - MLpl over the ring S. This definition of the rank of M, with respect to 
S, does not depend on the particular series of submodules Mi which are 
chosen. For, suppose that 
is another series of submodules with Mj W c Mj,~, for j = 1, 2, ..., h - 1. 
Using Schreier’s theorem, we see that the two series have refinements which 
have difference modules which are isomorphic with respect to R and hence 
with respect to 5’. The ranks of M calculated with respect to S for the two 
refined series will coincide and because of Lemma (4.1) these ranks will 
coincide respectively with the corresponding ranks as calculated from the 
series {ill,} and {N?}. It follows that rank, M does not depend on the choice 
of series taken for the purpose of calculation. 
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V. RINGS WITH ZERO SINGULAR IDEAI. 
Let R he any ring with max-r condition. The Wedderburn radical of R 
is denoted by W. The set Z(R) is an ideal, the singular ideal of R. We set up a 
chain of ideals Zi E Z, c ..’ in R by taking 2, = Z(R) and for i == 2, 3, .‘., 
Zi = inverse image in R of Z ‘+ 
t 1 ‘2-I 
Because of the maximum condition, this chain must stop at 2, , say, and then 
the factor ring R/Zk has zero singular ideal. It is worth notice that each Zi is a 
nilpotent ideal and to see this property, we need only prove that 2, is a 
nilpotent ideal. 
J,et z E 2, . For large n > 0 we have (P), n z’lR = 0. Since 2,. is an 
essential right ideal, it follows that z?‘R = 0. Thus the elements of 2, are 
niipotent. Applying Levitski’s theorem, we see that 2, is a nilpotent ideal. 
\\:hen R is a commutative ring, one can easily prove that Z, _ W. This 
need not be true in the noncommutative case, as may he seen by taking R 
to be the ring of all n x n lower triangular matrices with integer coefficients. 
In this example, we have Z(R) = 0 but W # 0. Another example, which 
illustrates the chain method of constructing a factor ring with Z(R) = 0, is 
the ring of n x n lower triangular integer matrices in which the entries on 
the main diagonal are all equal. In this instance we find that 
so that R/Z,A-l has zero singular ideal. 
\Ye now study the structure of the uniform right ideals of a ring R with 
Z(R) = 0. 
LEMMA (5.1) Let U be a umjorm right ideal of R and x E R be such that 
x, n U # 0. Then xl7 = 0. 
Proof. See Goidie [Z], Lemma (3.3). 




lJ2 = 0; 
Mixed: 
U n WfO but lJ$ w. 
A pure iinifornl r-ight ideal is a basic right idcal. I f  a uniform right ideai 1. 
is not basic, then CT contains a basic right ideal ( -,) and l,,(‘- 0 I-IV I.cmma _ 
(5.1). 
So\\ II,’ is not an essential right ideal, since ICS8 m= 0 u-ould implv that 
lf.7ij 1 0. Hence tllerc csists a uniform right ideal I: \\ith I- n II' -= 0. 
Thus pure uniform right ideals exist in K. 
I,EMRIA (5.2) Let c’, I’ be nilpotent ~nifowc right ideals. Then either 
lili 0 or VL; 0. 
Proof. Since 1,.’ ~:- 0, we have FCC. : 0 and hence either UC7 Oor 1. 
annihilates a nonzero part of I.. By Lemma (5.1) this would mean that 
lY[’ :z 0. 
Lemma (5.2) suggests that a hicrachy exists among the uniform ideals. In 
some cases we can clarify the situation by means of the following result. 
PROPOSITIOK (5.3) Let S 6e a ring with max-1- condition, suppose that 
Z(S) := 0, and that the closure of a uniform right ideal is not nilpotent. Suppose 
that I’, li aye nilpotent uniform Tight ideals qf S. Then T_‘k’ # 0 implies that 
rank.7 T.- ;, ranks L’ where ‘7 ~~ S/W. 
Roof. I f  c.‘V7 ;‘- 0 then there exists u F &’ such that UV e 1.. Hence 
rank&q 1~’ -.< rankAT li. Suppose that ranks? F -7 ranks cj’. Let U&V G III’ 
but LXl” 1 $ UC’. We have a chain of right ideals 
where L,IV s C’! , 1 and each O’i i.', 1 is a torsion module over ,‘?. Thus 
uc2 E C”, for some regular f,  E S, my3 E [I, for some regular C, E S etc. 
Hence uc2c3 . . c,: E 24 V, where d 7 crs .‘. c!, is regular in S. Let ud == UV, 
where G E V. 
Let (ct ~~- a) .L’ = 0, ?c E K. Since j is regular in s, we have dx :- ws E bl’ 
implies that s E W. Thus (d - a), G W. If (d ~~ v)~ ;i 0, there is a uniform 
right ideal ZT1 or (d - v), and cl L’ G (tl - v),. 2 W, n-hich is a contra- 
diction. Hence (d ~ v)~ -:- 0, d ~ v  is a right regular element and (d -~ v) S 
is an essential right ideal. Hence u E Z(S), so u === 0. This contradiction 
shows that ranks V < rank,7 c’. 
Consider the set of basic right ideals of R, and the equivalence classes of 
basic right ideals under subisomorphism. Denote by {B) the class to which 
the basic right ideal B belongs. Associated with each class are two ideals; 
S, , which is the sum of all B’ E (Bj and {B>, , which is the right annihilator 
of any member of the class. Clearly the members in a given class have the 
same right annihilator, because of the property of subisomorphism. ‘I’hat S, 
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is an ideal is seen on noting that if s E R and R’ E (B] then either xB’ ‘2 B’ 
or xB’ :=: 0. 
LEMMA (5.4) Let W be a uniform R-module and N be arty torsion-free 
R-module. Then an R-homomorphism 0 of M into A’ is either zero or is arz iso- 
morphism. 
Proof. Let H = (m E AZ i m0 == 0) 1 >e nonzero. Take s E M, then due 
to M being uniform, there is an essential right ideal B such that .vE c II. 
Then (.vO) B = 0 and x0 = 0, since N is torsion-free. 
LEMMA (5.5) Let B’ be a basic right ideal contained in S, . Then B’ E {B). 
Proof. S, is the sum of the elements of {B) and hence is related to a 
direct sum of elements of (B}. Suppose that S, ,- B, CD .‘. CI3 Bk , where 
B, E (Bj. Let b’ E B’, then there is an essential right ideal E such that 
b’E c B, @ ‘. $ B,; 
‘I’here is an R-isomorphism 7 of B’ into b’E. \I:rite 
b’7 = b, + .” -r b,.; (b, E 6). 
As 6’ runs over B’, the map b’ + bi for fixed i is an R-homomorphism of B’ 
into Bi . By Lemma (5.4) this is either zero or an isomorphism. 
For some i := 1, ..., k, we must have that b’ + 6, is an isomorphism. This 
means that B’ E {B}. 
THEOREM (5.6) Let R be a ring with Z(R) = 0. Then R has only a Jil-lite 
number k of subisomorphism classes of basic right ideals and if S, , ..., Sk are 
the corresponding sum ideals of these classes then S, $- ... -7 S, is a direct sum, 
which is an essential right ideal of R. 
Proof. Let S, , S, , ‘.., S, be sum ideals of different classes (B,}, .‘., {B,.) 
of basic right ideals. Consider a basic right ideal B contained in 
S1 n (S, + ... + S,). 
Apply the method of proof of Lemma (5.5) to show that B E {Bi} for some 
i=2;.., r. However B E {B,}. This is a contradiction and hence 
S, n (S, + ... + s,) = 0. 
It readily follows that S, + S, + ... + S, is a direct sum of ideals. Now we 
cannot form an infinite direct sum of ideals in R and hence R has only a finite 
number k of subisomorphism classes of basic right ideals. Moreover 
S, @ ... @ S, is essential, because otherwise there would be a basic right 
ideal B such that B n (S, El3 ... @ S,) = (0), which cannot hold. 
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‘i’his result is next applied to establish a property of the tertiary radical 
of a ring with zero singular ideal. A ring R has two right handed tertiary 
radicals. The first of these is defined as in Section III and is 
rad R --- s;p E,.; k an essential rr”ht ideal. 
The second is 
Rad R == sup Tr; where I’ is an essential element in the set of ideals of R. 
This means that T is an ideal which has nonzero intersection with each non- 
zero ideal of R. 
It is known that rad R = Rad R in the case w-hen R is an artinian ring 
(see [5]) and it has been conjectured by L. Lesieur and R. Croisot that this 
result is valid for rings with max-y condition. We can prove the following 
result. 
THEOREM (5.7) Let R be a ring with max-y condition and zero singular 
ideal. Then 
rad R = Rad R = cl W. 
Proof. We know that if B, @ .‘. Cl3 B, is an essential right ideal, where B, 
are basic right ideals, then 
rad R = (B&. n ... n (B,,),. 
Since each (B,), is a prime ideal, it follows that W G rad R. 
Let B be a basic right ideal such that B n W = 0; then B is pure non- 
nilpotent. We know that B (rad R) = 0. If  B n rad R # 0, then B n rad R 
is nilpotent and hence B cannot be pure. It follows that B n rad R = 0 and 
hence that rad R N W. However rad R = cl (rad R) and hence rad R = cl W. 
Because of the maximum condition, there exists an ideal T of R such that 
Rad R = T, . Moreover T n Si # 0 for i = 1, ..., K; the ideals Si being 
defined in Theorem (5.6). Hence there exists a basic right ideal 
Bi s T n S+ . 
By Lemma (5.5) we see that Bi belongs to the subisomorphism class of which 
S, is the sum ideal. Hence T contains a basic right ideal from each class. Thus 
T, G rad R. However rad R = (S, @ .‘. CD S,), , so that rad R G Rad R. 
VI. ARTINIAN RINGS WITH ZERO SINGULAR IDEAL 
For the remainder of this paper we study the properties of an artinian 
ring R such that Z(R) = 0, using the methods developed in earlier sections 
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together with classical methods. The right socle of R is denoted by R. It is 
the sum of the minimal right ideals of R and is the unique minimal essential 
right ideal of R. Z(R) = E, and we suppose that Z(R) = 0. The left socle E’ 
of R is defined similarly and we define Z’(R) =-m E,. The following elementary 
properties of right ideals hold in R. 
I,et I be a right ideal of R; then cl 1 = (s E R 1 sE G I). Also 
1. cl (CT I,) = n cl I?, for any set of Tight ideals 1, 
2. For right ideals I, J we haze I h J if and only if I n I? =-= J n I!‘. 
3. I - J if and only if IE = ]I?. 
4. A right ideal CT is unifovm f f  and only if it contaivls a single minimal right 
- ideal, which we denote by M(U). 
5. The basic v+ht ideals are the minimal right ideals. 
By Lemma (5.4) we have the following result. 
LEMMA (6.1) Let U be a uniform right ideal of R and E(U) be the ring of 
R-endovvvorphisvvvs of U. Thevt E( CT) Is a diGsion ring. 
THEOREM (6.2) Let R be an artiniavv ring with Z(R) :- 0. Then 
1. cl TV = fR; where f’ = f. 
2. (1 ~-f) R is a sum of nonvlilpotent minimal right ideals. 
3. (1 m-mf)Rf= 0. 
4. R(1 -f) = I?. 
Pro,f, Let cl TV 7~ A and suppose that F is an essential right ideal of R 
such that F 3 A. Set R = R/W and 17 = F/W. Suppose that P n f  = 0, 
where f  is a right ideal of 2. Then F n I = IV, where I is the inverse image 
of 1 in R. 
If  K is a right complement of W in R, then 
Sow E’ n I -~ TV and I c A E F, so that I = Hz’ and i =: 0. Hence P is an 
essential right ideal of the semisimple ring R and this implies that E == 117. 
Hence 2; = R, since F 1 W. \1’e can take F = A CD K, so that we have 
./I CB iY = R. Hence A has an idempotent generator ,f, which proves (1). 
From (1 f) R n fR = 0, we have (1 -f) Rf = 0, because fR is an 
ideal. Moreover (I ~ f) RW c (1 ~ f) RfR = 0 and hence (1 -- f) R is 
completely reducible. The simple parts of (1 ~ f) R are evidently non- 
nilpotent minimal right ideals. 41~0 R(1 --f) W = 0, so that R(1 --f) is 
completely reducible. If  M is a minimal right ideal, then MW = 0 implies 
that &If = 0, so that M c R(l ~ f). It follows that R(l ----.f) = E, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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An ideal 7 of R is said to be (meet) irreducible if A n B =~- II’, where A, H 
are ideals of R, implies that either i-I 7’ or B -= T. R is an irreducible ring 
if 0 is an irreducihlc ideal of R. 
[,E~ZMA (6.3) Let 1’ be an ideul of R. The factor ring R;cll’ has zero singular 
ideal. If 7’ i.7 an irreducible ideal qf R, then so is ci T. 
Proof. Set R ~~ R/cl 7‘ and let P he an essential right ideal of ii. Suppose 
that F is the inverse image in R of p. Suppose that M is a minimal right ideal 
such that F n M ~: 0. Since F 2 cl T, LVC have M n cl T = 0 and hence 
i@ # ii. ‘Then L@ n F m,# 8, and hence 113 G F; a contradiction. Hence E’ is an 
essential right ideal. Let s t R and j?p 0, then XF c cl 7, so that x E cl 7, 
and .? 0. It follo\vs that Z(R) : 0. 
To prove the second part, suppose that -4, B are ideals of R with 
-4 n B ~ ~1 7’. KOM 
.4 n H n B == cl 7’ n I< 
and hence 
-4 n 11 n R ~~ 7’ n I?, 
since 7’ -. cl T. Ixt 
.V E [(A n E) 7’1 n [(H n E) - 7.1, 
and suppose that 
.x == a t-b - t,, 
whereatAnE,b~Bn~,t,t’~T.Nows~AnBandhence~~cll‘, 
so that a E cl T. Hence a E cl 7’ n E :: T n E. It follows that x E T. 
However 7’ is an irreducible ideal and we now have 
[(A n E) + T] n [(B n E) T] r= 7’. 
‘I’hus either A n E G 7’ or B n fi c T. In the former case, iZE G 7’ and 
A E cl T, while in the latter case, H G cl T. This proves that cl T is an 
irreducible ideal. 
THEOREM (6.4) Let R be an artinian ring in which Z(R) 2 0. Then each 
closed ideal of R is a finite intersection of closed irreducible ideals. 
Proof. Let H be a closed ideal and suppose that H = 7’i n .‘. n T,,, , 
where the T, are irreducible ideals. Then 
H = ~1 N == ~1 7’, n ... n ~1 T,,, 
which proves the theorem. 
Theorem (6.4) enables us to study the structure of R in terms of that of 
irreducible rings with zero singular ideal. 
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In order to make further progress we make the further assumption on R: 
(As) Any indecomposabIe right ideal of R is uniforzzz 
This property holds, for example, in quasi-frohenius algebras. 
LEnrnf.4 (7.1) The axionz holds if rind only if R is a sum of un;form right 
ideals. 
Proof. Let R = r/;, ‘.. t CT,, , where none of the uniform right ideals 
I,., is redundant. Certainly the I:, \vill be nonnilpotent, for if 
J :-z llL L .” I~ u,, , 
where u, E U, and ui is nilpotent, then 1 ~ u1 is a unit of R and 
R = C’, + -L Ci,, 
Since c,:, is uniform and also nonnilpotent, it contains an idempotent element 
e, Then U, is indecomposable and U, := e,R. 
Let eR, where ea = e, be any indecomposable right ideal of R. Sow 
eR . R Q eW and hence eRe,R c eJ+’ for some i = 1, ---, n. Suppose that 
eae,R 5 eJV, then eW ~’ eae,R == eR. It follows that eae,R =- eR, so that 
e,R z eR as R-modules. This implies that eR is uniform. 
The converse is obvious. 
LEMMA (7.2) Let T be a nonzefo ideal of R. T/Zen 
cl T = T,,. = eR, zuherr e’ _ e. 
Proof. Let R = e,R 0 ... @ e,R, 11 u lere the e,R arc indecomposable, and 
PI 7 ..‘, e,, arc mutually orthogonal idempotents. Then 
cl II’ = e, cl T@ ... CFI e,, cl 7 
If  e, cl T # 0 then eiR n cl T # 0 and hence e,R 5 cl T, because e,R is 
uniform. Thus e, cl T = e,R and we have, say, 
cl ?’ = e,R CB ‘. 63 e,Ji, 
where iz < n. Set 
e = eI -I~ .‘. - e,: 
Then 
Tz = (cl T), = R(I - e), and T,,. -= eR = cl T. 
cOKOl.I.AHY. Z’(R) := 0. 
Proof’. Z’(R) (s E R / E’s : 0). Then Z’(R) is a closed ideal, and is 
either zero or has an idempotent generator. But Z’(R) is a nilpotent ideal 
(proved as for Z(R) and hence Z’(R) ~~ 0. 
IJEMhl:l (7.3) Let R he an indecomposable rivq. Then the nrinimnl +ht 
ideals of R are R-isomorphic. 
Proqf. \Ve set up an equivalence relation on the uniform right ideals 
following that used in Section \r for basic right ideals. Thus we say that 
uniform -right ideals U, I’ are connected if M( 5) 2 M( I’). Following the 
proofs of Section \-, we see that there are only a finite number k of equi- 
valence classes and, if the sums of the uniform ideals in the ith class are 
denoted by S, . then S, ... : S,, ~~ S is a direct sum of ideals, which is 
essential in R. But we are assuming that R is a sum of uniform right ideals, 
and hence R ~ S, @ ... CE S,. Since R is indecomposable, there is only one 
equivalence class and the lemma is proved. 
PIWPOSTIOS (7.4) IT’hen R is mz isdecomposible Gzg, cl Ti. is the O?Z!I 
closed ma.Gmal ideal of R. 
Proof. Let ?‘ $ cl II. be an ideal of R. ‘l’here is a minimal right ideal 
M c 7’such that M n cl TV’ = 0. M is not nilpotent and any minimal right 
ideal, being R-isomorphic to M, has the form aM, where a E R. IHence T 
contains the right socle 6. However cl IV -fR, where ,p m-f. and 
(I -,f) E B, hence (1 -f) E T. It follows that T _ R. 
Let I-I i- R be a proper closed ideal. H is not related to R, so that there 
exists a minimal right ideal M with M n N = 0, Since MH = 0, me have 
EII ~-= 0 by I,emma (7.3). Hence H G cl It?. 
VIII. GENERXJZED USISERIAI, RINGS 
The partial results of Section \I1 are now used to determine the generalized 
uniserial rings with zero singular ideal. R is said to be generaZixed z&serial 
if every indecomposable right (left) ideal has only one composition series (see 
Kakayama [6, 71). The composition series for the indecomposable right ideal 
eli. where e’ = e, is 
eR ;, ew , “’ , , pLc-1, -.I _ . eW” := 0 
Clearly k is the rank of eR over Ri W; and we shall write k = rank eR. 
Evidently eR is a uniform right ideal, so that the results of Section \‘I1 hold 
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in this situation, together with similar results for left ideals. It should be 
borne in mind that we have proved that Z’(R) = 0. For a left ideal Z we can 
consider cl’ Z = (X E R j E’x E I). W e can also consider the rank over R/W 
of Re as left ideal and write this as rank (Re). 
LEMMA (8.1) Let p be the exponent of W. Then there exist indecomposable 
right ideals of rank 1, 2, ..., p. 
Proof. Let R = e,R @ ... @ e,R, where the e,R are indecomposable, 
and e, , ..., e,, are mutually orthogonal idempotents. Now 
14’ = e,WCE ... CB e,,I;li, 
and W is not related to R, so there exists e,R with e,W = 0. Then 
rank (eiR) = 1. This merely means that eiR is a minimal right ideal. 
Similarly W2 is not related to W, for Wp-2W # 0, while W@W? = 0. 
Now W2 = e,W2CT3 ... G3 eW2, so that we must have an ei such that eiW f 0, 
but eiW2 = 0. Then rank (eiR) = 2. Th e p roof can obviously be completed. 
An indecomposable right ideal eR, having rank (eR) = p, is said to be 
dominant, following Thrall [8]. 
LEMMA (8.2) Let R be an indecomposable ring and eR be dominant. Then 
(eR),. = 0. 
Proof. We have W(eWp--l) = 0, hence II/e = 0, since (eR) E 5 eWP-‘, 
due to eR being uniform. Thus Re is a minimal left ideal. We know from 
Lemma (7.3) for left ideals that ReR = E’. Hence 
(eR), = (ReR),. = E; = %‘(R) = 0 
THEOREM (8.3) Let R be a generalized unisevial ring with zero singular 
ideal. Then R is a direct sum of irreducible rings with the same properties. 
Proof. We can write R as a direct sum of indecomposable rings, which 
have the stated properties. It only remains to show that an indecomposable 
ring R is irreducible. 
Let A n B = 0, where A, B are nonzero ideals of R, and let eR be a 
dominant right ideal. Now eR n A f 0, since (eR),. _ 0. Similarly 
eR n B # 0, which contradicts the uniformity of eR. 
This theorem reduces our problem to the study of the structure of an 
irreducible ring R and we shall concentrate on this case in the rest of the 
paper. An irreducible ring has a unique minimal ideal S, concerning which 
the following result is obtained. 
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PROPOSITION (8.4) 
Proof. W, is completely reducible as a left R-module and KU<’ -= 0. 
Hence W,. == E’. Also IV, is closed and W, > S, hence W, > cl S. Now 
(cl S), is a closed ideal and hence, either (cl S), = 0 or (cl S), 2 cl S. The 
latter is not allowed, since a closed ideal is not nilpotent. Thus (cl S), = 0 
1,et M’ be a minimal left ideal, then cl S n M’ f 0, since otherwise 
(cl S) M’ =- 0. Thus M’ c cl S and it follows that E’ G cl S, from which 
we obtain E’ = cl S. Now W cl lI’~~i = 0, so that cl IVo-’ G E’. But 
Wpml > S, so that cl Wp-l > cl 5’. We have proved (i). The proof of (ii) 
follows the same pattern. 
To prove (iii) note that 
since both 5’ and WP -i lie in E. 
LEMMA (8.5) Let eR be a dominant (indecomposable) right ideal. Then the 
ring of R-endomorphisms of any uniform right ideal is anti-isomorphic to the 
division ping eRe. 
Proof. Let U be a uniform right ideal of R. Since eRU # 0, there exists 
en E eR such that eaU f 0. Then eaU g U and hence the proof need only 
be carried out when U s eR, in other words, when U = eWk for some 
k = 0, 1,2, “‘) p - 1. 
First consider the case G’ = eIVo-’ = M, the minimal right ideal in eR. 
Let 0 E G(M), the ring of R-endomorphisms of M. Take 112 = m,R and 
suppose that ml8 = m2 Then (m,), = (ma), . Now (m,), i sa maximal right 
ideal and, since (m,), is not an essential right ideal, there is a minimal right 
ideal M’such that (m,), n M’ = 0. Th en M’B (m,), = R, so that M’ := e’R, 
where (e’)d = e’. Since (ml)? = (1 - e’) R, we have (m&r = Re’. Now e’R 
is minimal, hence indecomposable, from which it follows that Re’ is indecom- 
posable. This means that Re’ is a uniform left ideal. Also m, , m2 belong to 
Re’. Let Y = (y E R / ym, E Rm,). Since Re’ is a uniform left ideal, Y is an 
essential left ideal. Thus Ye # 0, since Z’(R) = 0. Hence eYe = eRYe # 0, 
so that eye # 0 exists with eyem, = 7ml = ereml , say. Because eRe is a 
division ring, we now obtain m2 = eseml , where ese = (eye))l(ere). Thus 
m,B = esemr , which proves that every 0 E b(M) is brought about by an 
element of eRe. Since M = eReM, it readily follows that d(M) g-m’ eRe. 
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\Ve next take ?J = eIV, let 0 E 8(U) and suppose 6’ # 0. Then M0 = M 
and hence m0 = eaem, say, where M = mR. Let U _ uR. Now uE = :1/1, 
and taking z E E we have uz = mx, say. Then 
(~8) z = (me) x := eaeuz. 
It follows that (~0 - eaeu) E: = 0, and hence that ~0 = eaeu. Now CT = eheU 
for any ebe f  0, since eR is uniserial. Hence 6’(U) z-l eRe. 
LEMMA (8.6) The only left closed ideals of R are cl’ W” (k = 0, 1, ‘.‘, p). 
Each of these ideals is (meet) irreducible. 
Proof. Let eR be a dominant right ideal, and 7; , I’, be ideals of R. Then 
eT, -= eT, if and only if cl’ TI = cl’ T, . To see this, let eT, = eTz , and 
take x E cl’ T, Then ReRx := E’x G T, , so that eRx c eT, c eTz and 
E’,x c Tz , which means that x E cl’ T, Thus cl’ T, E cl’ Tz By symmetry 
it follows that cl’ T, G cl’ I’, and hence cl’ T, = cl’ T, . The converse is 
similarly proved. Now the only right ideals in eR are eW”’ (k = 0, 1, 2, ..‘, p). 
Hence the only left closed ideals of R are cl’ W” (k = 0, 1, .-., p). 
Let cl’ IV = A n B, where A, B are ideals of R. Then 
cl’ IV = cl’ A n cl’ B. 
It readily follows that either cl’ A or cl’ B equals cl’ W”, so that this ideal is 
irreducible. 
We can prove in a similar manner that the only closed ideals are cl W”’ 
(k := 0, I, . . . . p). 
LEMMA (8.7) 
1. cl IV = ( WP-~)~; cl’ W’; = ( We-L)1 for k = 0, 1, .‘-, p. 
2. Let fR be an indecomposable right ideal, then 
rank (Rf) + rank (fR) = p + 1. 
Proof. (WP-~)~ is a closed ideal and hence is cl Wn for some h E 0, 1, ..., p. 
Then WP-‘ifh = 0 which implies that h 3 k. But ( WP-“)~ > Wh and 
( IvP-k)r 3 cl Wk. it follows that (IV-“), = W”. The results for left closure 
are confirmed in the same way. 
Let rank (fR) = k. Then fW”-l # 0, fWk = 0 and Wp+’ m”(fWk-‘) = 0 
implies that Wefl-‘“f = 0. S uppose that We-lif = 0. Then 
f E (WP--L)r = cl W” and, since f  WI< = 0, we reach a contradiction. Thus 
WPehj # 0 and hence we have rank (Rf) -= p -)- 1 - k, which is as required. 
LEMMA (8.8) The indecomposable right (left) ideals of R having a given 
rank are R-isomorphic. 
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Proqf. Let fR, f’ = f,  be of rank k. Suppose that eR is a dominant right 
ideal. There exists ea E eR such that eafR g fR, and, since eafR has rank K, 
mfR = eIV~~h. This fR e eIVf- k, which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA (8.9) The sum of the indecomposable left ideals qf rank > k zs 
cl’ Wk-1. 
Proof. Consider the decomposition R == Re, 6B ..’ @ Re, , where the 
Re, are indecomposable left ideals. Then 
cl’ Tj7’; l TZ (cl’ WA-‘) e, $ ... @ (cl’ W”-‘) e, . 
I f  
(cl’ Wk -I) e, : 0 
then IV” -‘ei = 0, hence rank (Re,) < k. I f  
(cl’ IV” i) e, f  0, 
then Wh’ ie, f  0, hence rank (Ret) > k. In the latter case, 
Re, -= cl’ (W”-‘e,) G cl’ WJC--l. 
Thus 
where all the ideals Ret, are of rank ‘3 k. Now any indecomposable left ideal 
of rank > k has to be isomorphic to an Re, and hence lies in .9 
Re,<R c cl’ W”--I. 
In a decomposition 
R = e,R CE ‘. @ e,R = Re, Cf3 ... C3 Re, , 
where e,R, Re, are indecomposable, we suppose that e,R, ..., e,R are num- 
bered according to rank in descending order. Thus 
elR, ‘.., eblR have rank p; e,:,TIR, .‘., e,cBR have rank (p - 1); 
e,,ym,+lR, ..‘. e,,R have rank 1. 
From Lemma (8.9) we have 
cl’ WP-” = 2, Rej I 
I 
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LEMMA (8.10) e,Rej is a I-dimensional vector space over e,Re, . 
Proof. Let e,ae, # 0, e,be? # 0. Since e,R is dominant, Re, is a minimal 
left ideal. Then Re,aej = Re,be, , since each side is a minimal left ideal in 
lie, Hence 
e,bej = (elxe,) (e,aej) 
for some x E R. 
THEOREM (8.11) Let R be an artinian ring which has zero singular ideal 
and is generalized uniserial. Then R is isomorphic to a jinite direct sum of com- 
plete blocked triangular matrix rings, each over a division ying. 
Proof. Because of Theorem (8.3) we can suppose that R is an irreducible 
ring. We set out a decomposition R = c;e,R. where the e,R are indecom- 
posable and numbered by descending rank. Let D = e,Re, and take a 
D-basis a, , “., a, of e,R, where ai E e,Re, (i = 1, .‘., n). Let ~9 be any 
D-linear transformation which leaves the subspace e,FV invariant for 
k = 0, 1, . . . . P. Suppose that a$ = b, , i = 1, “., n. 
Let a,R = e,W”, where 0 ,< d < p. Then bi E e,W” and hence aixi = bj 
for some x”, E e,R. Now a,xj --- 0 for i fj, and if we set s = x1 + ... + x, , 
this gives 
a,s = b, for i = 1, ..‘) 12. 
hIoreover (elR)T = 0, and hence x is uniquely determined by 8. 
It readily follows that R is isomorphic to the ring of D-linear transforma- 
tions e,R which leave the subspaces e,WL invariant. This proves the theorem. 
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